
Related Feature Change Type Ref # Release Notes

Announcement templates Improvement PR-805 Introduced 20 announcement templates, which include custom image and backgrounds. This will 

allow Property Managers to send out customized announcements in a quicker and more efficient 

way. The feature will be available after users click "Create New Announcement" and select "Pick 

from our templates" option. 

Pre and Post inspection for 

amenities

Improvement PR-272 Introduced pre and post-inspection feature for amenities. This will allow the security guards to 

perform inspections on an Android tablet after the administrator finishes set up on a "SETUP" page. 

Users can take pictures and capture a signature after the inspection.

Recurring events Improvement DEV-1492 Added the ability to create recurring events. Recurrence patterns can be selected as daily, weekly or 

monthly. Once the event is created, the event calendar will be updated with the selected repeat type. 

Once the user clicks on the event, they will see the start and end time of the next scheduled event 

and its last occurrence. The mobile app will show users only the next occurrence of the events, which 

will be updated automatically. 

Increased session inactivity 

timeout length

Issue DEV-2445 Addressed a request from users to increase the time-out, as previously the session ended after 20 

minutes of inactivity. Now it is increased to 1 hour for all users. 

Increased file size limit to 25MB Improvement PR-63 We improved the usability of the website by increasing the file upload size to 25 MB in all sections of 

the website. Users can now upload files up to 25Mb and almost all the features in the system support 

different file formats. Some of the common file formats supported include (doc, pdf, ppt, xsl, avi, 

m4a, mov, mp3, png, rtf, wav, wma, etc.)

Stripe changes/fixes for 

international cards

Improvement PR-829 We have implemented international credit card detection. When a resident uses an international 

card, stripe charges an extra 0.06% for the transaction to be processed. This fee was handled by the 

corporation up to now. Going forward, Residents will see the higher fee and will need to confirm if 

they want to continue to use the international card. This applies to international cards for 

condominiums using stripe accounts created after September 2017. Residents using local cards will 

not see any extra fee.

HST for Status Certificate Improvement DEV-2378 We introduced the option to charge tax for status certificates based on the province/state. If you are 

interested in this feature, please contact your CSM for the details. 

Tops Integration Improvement PR-834 We introduced integration with TOPS, which includes sync of the following fields: units (name and 

address), users (names), roles (owners vs.tenants), email and phone numbers. Live account balance 

can now be viewed from TOPS under the "My Account" section.

Condo Control Central

The following changes were released to the live system on July 16, 2019.  Please review the release notes below carefully as some changes impact the way the system 

works. If you have any questions or need clarification on any of the changes, please contact support at 416-961-7884, option 2, or email us at 

contact@condocontrolcentral.com.
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